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Abstract

We have studied the application of di�erent classi�cation algorithms in the analysis
of simulated high energy physics data� Whereas Neural Network algorithms have
become a standard tool for data analysis� the performance of other classi�ers such
as Support Vector Machines has not yet been tested in this environment�
We chose two di�erent problems to compare the performance of a Support Vector

Machine and a Neural Net trained with back�propagation� tagging events of the
type e�e� � cc and the identi�cation of muons produced in multihadronic e�e�

annihilation events�

� Classi�cation algorithms

Arti�cial Neural Networks �ANN� are a useful tool to solve multi�dimensional
classi�cation problems in high energy physics� in cases where one�dimensional
cut techniques are not su�cient� They are used both as hard�coded chip for
very fast low�level pattern recognition in on�line triggering ���	
 and as a sta�
tistical tool for particle and event classi�cations in o�ine data analysis� In
o�ine data analysis� a Monte Carlo simulation of the physics process and the
detector response is necessary to train an ANN by supervised learning� ANN
algorithms have been applied successfully in classi�cation problems such as
gluon�jet tagging ��
 and b�quark tagging �
� The ANN classi�ers ��
 con�
structed in this paper have sigmoid nodes� Design and tuning issues were
solved by applying practical experience rules ��
�
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Fig� �� A Support Vector Machine maps the input vectors of � di�erent classes
	a
 into a higher dimensional space 	b
 and determines the separating hyperplane
with maximum margin in that space� For non�separable problems additional slack
variables are introduced�

This paper presents the application of a recently proposed machine�learning
method� called Support Vector Machines �SVM� ����
� to high energy physics
data� The underlying idea is to map the patterns� i�e�� the n�dimensional vec�
tors x of n input variables� from the input space to a higher dimensional
feature space with a non�linear transformation �Fig� ��� Gaussian radial basis
functions are used as a kernel for the mapping� After this mapping the problem
becomes linearly separable by hyperplanes� The hyperplane which maximises
the margin is de�ned by the support vectors which are the patterns lying clos�
est to the hyperplane� This hyperplane which is determined with a training
set is expected to ensure an optimal separation of the di�erent classes in the
data�

In many problems a complete linear separation of the patterns is not possible
and additional slack variables for patterns not lying on the correct side of
the hyperplane are therefore introduced� The training of a SVM �����
 is a
convex optimisation problem� This guarantees that the global minimum can
be found� which is not the case when minimising the error function for an
ANN with back�propagation� The CPU time needed to �nd the hyperplane
scales approximately with the cube of the number of patterns�

� Data sets and the OPAL experiment

Two distinctly di�erent problems were chosen for comparing ANN and SVM
classi�ers� charm tagging and muon identi�cation�

The �rst problem is to classify �tag� e�e� � qq events according to the �avour
of the produced quarks� separating c�quark events from light quark �uds� and
b�quark events� Flavour tagging is necessary for precision measurements of
electroweak parameters of the Standard Model� The events are divided into
two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis� The �avour tag
is applied separately to both hemispheres� which contain the jets from the
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Fig� �� The distribution of the reconstructed decay length L is an input distribution
to the �avour tag�

two produced quarks� For a signal �s� with background �bg� the e�ciency � is
de�ned as

� � N s
tag�N

s
tot�

where N s
tag are the number of correctly tagged hemispheres and N s

tot are all
signal hemispheres in the sample� The purity � is given by

� � N s
tag�

�
N s

tag �Nbg
tag

�

with Nbg
tag being the number of tagged background hemispheres�

Due to the high mass �� � GeV� and long lifetime �� ��� ps� of b hadrons�
hemispheres containing b�quarks can be tagged using an ANN with typical
e�ciencies of 	�� and purities of about �	� ���
�

However� for the lighter charm quark� the measured fragmentation properties
and secondary vertex quantities are very similar in charm events and uds
events �Fig� 	�� High purity charm tags with low e�ciency are possible using
D�� mesons or leptons with high transverse momentum from semi�leptonic
decays� Applying an ANN or SVM charm tag to kinematic variables de�ned
for all charm events is expected to increase the charm tagging e�ciency at the
cost of lower purities�

The second problem is the identi�cation of muons which are produced in the
fragmentation of e�e� � qq events� Muons are usually not absorbed in the
calorimeters� They are measured in muon chambers which build the outer layer
of a typical collider detector� A signal in these chambers which is matched to
a track in the central tracking chamber is already a good muon discriminator�

The OPAL detector at LEP has been extensively described elsewhere ��	���
�

�



The event generator JETSET �� ��
 is used to simulate e�e� annihilation
events �e�e� � qq�� including the fragmentation of quarks into hadrons mea�
sured in the detector� The fragmentation model has to be tuned empirically
to match kinematic distributions as measured with the detector ���
� The re�
sponse of the detector is also simulated� A data set of simulated e�e� collisions
at a centre�of�mass energy

p
s � mZ� is used for the charm identi�cation prob�

lem� A second Monte Carlo data set at
p
s � ��� GeV has been used for the

muon identi�cation problem�

� Problem �� Charm quark tagging

The Monte Carlo events had to ful�l preselection cuts which ensure that an
event is well reconstructed in the detector� These cuts result in a �rst overall
reduction of the reconstruction e�ciency� The input variables for the machine�
learning algorithms were chosen from a larger dataset of 	� variables� contain�
ing various jet shape variables� e�g� Fox�Wolfram moments and eigenvalues of
the sphericity tensor� plus several secondary vertex variables and lepton in�
formation� A jet �nding algorithm ���
 clusters the tracks and the calorimeter
clusters into jets� Only the highest energy jet per hemisphere is used� The
variables containing information about high transverse momentum leptons
were removed in order to avoid a high correlation of this charm tag with the
charm tag using leptons� The � variables with the largest in�uence on the
performance of an ANN �	��	��� architecture�� trained to classify charm ver�
sus not�charm� were picked from the larger set� The variable selection method
used is equivalent to a method which selects the variables with the largest
connecting weights between the input and the �rst layer� This method has
been shown to perform a fairly good variable selection ���
� It would be in�
teresting to try Hessian based selection methods in comparison ��
� A ANN
classi�er with a ����� architecture was found to have the best performance�
More complex architectures did not improve the classi�cation�

At generator level �ve di�erent quark types are distinguished� Due to their
very similar decay and jet properties� Monte Carlo events coming from u�d
and s quarks are put into one single class �uds�� The data set consists of ���

hemispheres per uds� c and b class� However� the e�ciencies and purities are
calculated assuming a mixture of quark �avours according to the Standard
Model prediction� This set is divided into training� validation and test sets
of equal size� The learning machines were trained on equal number of events
from the three classes� The supervision during the learning phase consisted of
a charm versus not�charm label �udsb�� thus distinguishing only two classes�

The outputs of both learning machines are shown in Fig� �� The two classes c
and udsb are separated by requiring a certain value for the output� This de�nes
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Fig� �� The output distributions of a
 the ANN and b
 the SVM� c
 Purity versus
eciency for both charm tags� Statistical errors are shown�

the e�ciency and purity of the tagged sample� The purity � as a function of the
e�ciency � for the two charm tags are shown in Figure � with the statistical
errors� The performance of the SVM is comparable to the performance of the
ANN with a slightly higher purity � for the ANN at larger e�ciencies ��

� Problem �� Muon identi�cation

The muon candidates are preselected by requiring a minimum track momen�
tum of 	 GeV and by choosing the best match in the event between muon
chamber track segment and the extrapolated central detector track� Ten dis�
criminating variables containing muon matching� hadron calorimeter and cen�
tral detector information on the speci�c energy loss� dE�dx� of charged par�
ticles were chosen from a larger set of variables�

The Monte Carlo data set consists of � � ��� muons and � � ��� fake muon
candidates� This set was divided into training� validation and test sets of
equal size� After training� the tag is de�ned by requiring a certain value for
the output of the learning machines� The resulting purity as a function of
e�ciency for muon identi�cation is shown in Fig� � For high e�ciency the
performance of the SVM is very similar to the ANN�

�
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Fig� �� The separation performance on identifying muons shown for a Neural Net
trained with back�propagation and a Support Vector Machine� Statistical errors are
shown

� Conclusion

We have compared the performance of Support Vector Machines and Arti��
cial Neural Networks in the classi�cation of two distinctly di�erent problems
in high energy collider physics� charm�tagging and muon identi�cation� The
constructed SVM and ANN classi�ers give consistent results for e�ciencies
and purities of tagged samples�
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